MARY IMMACULATE PRIMARY

~ NEWSLETTER ~
Term 3 Week 8: Monday 9th September 2019

Dear Parents/Carers
Over the past few years we have made changes to our newsletter. We have introduced Skoolbag, expanded our
use of Facebook and maintained some necessary hardcopy items.
From next term, our school newsletter will come to our families via Skoolbag. The Skoolbag format is much more
user friendly for handheld devices which will be more convenient for our families. The user simply scrolls down
the page to see the items that follow. The Skoolbag newsletter will also contain links to various sites and items
as required. We will be looking at using eForms for the completion of information as well in time.
We already have a strong take-up of the Skoolbag app however we urge all families to make sure at least one
family member has the app on their device. Please also join your child’s year group, this allows you to receive
messages that relate only to specific grades.
We are looking at ways we can further improve how we share events that happen at MIPS. You will see some
changes in that area as well.
With appreciation for your ongoing support,

Stephen Dowd, Principal
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Collaboration in the Classroom
Collaborative learning has become one of the strongest core philosophies operating in classrooms today. At
MIPS, teachers create various opportunities for students to work collaboratively with each other. Within the
learning spaces students are challenged to use their 21st century learning skills to be active members of
collaborative groups.
When teaching teams form collaborative groups they ask the following questions:

1.

Have we selected students who will work effectively together?

2.

How can we form groups that will allow for successful learning?

3. How can we teach students to listen carefully to each other?
4. How can we make goals and expectations clear to the group?
5. What group roles do we need to assign the members of groups?
6. What real life problem can we plan for groups to solve?

When teaching teams work together to apply these elements to the development of collaborative groups it
enables students to have a successful and productive group experience.
Ask your child how they worked in groups today and what was their learning from the process.
Yours in education,
Sarah Hutton
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Peer Support Week 8!
This week in Peer Support, the children will discuss the importance
of showing gratitude to others. Children are encouraged to reflect
on the positive aspects of their lives, including people. The
activities will give the children the opportunity to thank someone
who has helped them. During the week, encourage your child to
appreciate and thank people in their lives.

NUMERACY NEWS FROM KINDERGARTEN
One of our favourite Mathematics lesson warm-ups is representing 2 digit numbers using different materials. In
this particular game, the children have to roll two dice and use the numbers rolled to make two different 2 digit
numbers, (for example, if they roll a 4 and a 7 they can make 47 and 74). Then students circle the largest
number and show it/ represent it using a bead string and pop sticks.

This week we have been learning about Multiplication and Division. We are finding things in the environment
where we can see equal groups and rows (for example egg cartons and even our months song!) We have been
doing activities where we arrange objects into equal groups and rows and finding different ways to record it.
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Debate Week 7!
On Thursday, the 5th of September at Kellyville, OLOR took on our own Mary Immaculate Debate team in the
fifth debate this year. The topic for the debate was “Fiction is more valuable than non-fiction”. Four of our
fabulous students took on six other students from OLOR.
Our first speaker was Elisha N who did an absolutely tremendous job. She talked about how non fiction is more
educational than fiction and provided real facts. Our second speaker was Hayley P who also did brilliantly.
Hayley talked about how fiction won’t be beneficial in the real world, but non fiction would be beneficial.
Andrea C, our third speaker, spoke fabulously. She talked about how non fiction increased curiosity, because it
talks about the “real world”. Our refuter was Isabella M, who did a great job in proving the other teams facts
were false.
We tried so hard and so did OLOR. Both teams put up a fantastic fight and tried their best. When the
adjudicator came to announce the results, everyone was so anxious but eager to find out the results. It was
really stressful! Then the adjudicator addressed the results…...sadly we lost although we put up a good
challenge. At first we were a bit disappointed, but then we realised we tried our best, we worked hard and
most importantly we had HEAPS of fun preparing and presenting the debate!
Isabella M, Elisha N, Hayley P and Andrea C
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INSTALMENT 3 SCHOOL FEES 2019
DUE DATE WAS 28TH AUGUST 2019
Instalment 3 fees are now OVERDUE. Please finalise your fees as soon as possible.
Note that reminder letters have been sent out from CEDP to families who have not yet finalised
their fees. if you have made payment within the last 7 days, please
disregard this letter and accept our gratitude.
Payments can be made via the internet or over the phone.
If you did not receive your statement or if you have any
queries regarding fees, please contact Liz via email
Imac-qkhlfees@parra.catholic.edu.au or 02 9933 7800

Our lost property tub is very full. It contains lots of jackets and jumpers that
need to be returned to their owners.

Issue 6 of Scholastic Book Club is going home today, orders
need to be placed online by Monday morning (16th Sep 2019)
and paid using LOOP. We do not accept cash payments.
Happy reading! Mrs Henson (Book Club Co-ordinator)

Vacation Care commences 30th of September!
To book in please see the COSHC team. Bookings close Friday ,13th of September, no bookings or
changes can be made after this date.

P&F Fundraiser—Family Photography Day
•
•
•
•

Family Photography Day Sunday 15th September – appointments starting from 9am. Bookings
can be made via our unique Try Booking Code or cash returned with your coupon to the
school.
‘Appointments will fill fast after a very successful day last year
‘Limited spaces available, book early to secure your preferred time’
Great family gift idea for that special birthday or Christmas
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Ballet
Lyrical Jazz
Hip Hop
Musical Theatre
Acrobatics
Nurture Flourish Grow
Salsa
Rock & Roll
Drama
Privates
Toddler's
Mini's Elite Performance
YOU CAN LEARN MORE ABOUT OUR AVAILABLE CLASSES
ON OUR WEBSITE WWW.HYPE-OENTERTAINMENT.COM
OR CALL US ON 0431 584 508

You would be familiar with our church pews
located around the school grounds,
they are now up for sale.
We are looking from $300 each and there are
approximately 26 seats for sale.
Please contact the office if you are interested in
purchasing a seat or 2, otherwise please
spread the word.
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